Find, Analyze & Deliver On-Point Research Results with Nexis®

Imagine having a dynamic tool that opens the door to a comprehensive collection of news, company, public records, legal, regulatory and industry information. Nexis is that tool. Beyond enabling you to get the facts you need with great efficiency, Nexis also helps you see how those facts fit together. It’s the reason why customers worldwide rely on Nexis to inform their business decisions.

**Comprehensive Content**
- Access the largest collection of global news, company, people, industry, country, legal & regulatory information and public records.
- Investigate industries and companies with in-depth industry overviews, company profiles, financials and SWOT analysis reports.
- Explore a growing collection of indexed web sources vetted by LexisNexis editors as authoritative and industry relevant.
- Identify relationships and find full person and company records in an unmatched public records collection with powerful search and linking technology.

**Who Should Use Nexis?**

The combination of outstanding content and cutting-edge search features makes Nexis an ideal solution for:
- Business Analysts
- Corporate Communications
- Information Professionals
- Finance & Strategy
- Marketing & Competitive Intelligence
- Media Organizations
- Governments & Political Organizations
- Sales & Business Development
- Real Estate Professionals
I have been a Nexis subscriber for years and find it to be an outstanding, customizable and reliable source of informational insights I use regularly in keeping abreast of key industry issues.

Frank Suriano, Sr.
Business Analyst, Nextra Energy